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CAREERS 
IN OPTICS

Due to factors ranging from reliability and efficiency to design
flexibility, the demand for photonic equipment is increasing rapid-

ly. The picture shows a state-of-the-art single frequency fiber
based tunable laser system.

The need for smaller and faster computer chips forms
the basis for the industry led Extreme Ultraviolet (EUV)
Project at Lawrence Livermore, Sandia, and Lawrence
Berkeley National Laboratories. The project is aimed at
making chips with critical dimensions below 0.075
microns and involves the development of state-of-the-
art precision optics, uniform coatings for the reflective
transport of 13 nm radiation (shown in photo), high pre-
cision metrology, and other demanding technology inno-
vations.

Increasing demand for information technology has
required the development of wavelength division multi-
plexed (WDM) optical fiber networks integrated with
faster and faster data management systems, both opti-
cal and electronic, as exemplified by the reconfigurable
WDM local exchange carrier for MONET (Multi-Wave-
length Optical Network) in Red Bank, New Jersey.  

The use of adaptive optics to image artificial
“guidestars” formed by laser illumination of sodium in
the sky eliminates atmospheric turbulence from ground-
based observatories. Advanced optical instrumentation
is revolutionizing observational astronomy.  

by Richard Solarz, Pat Edsell,

Bill Kozlovsky and Ian Walmsley



T
he unparalleled demand for engineers and scientists
trained in optics is being fueled by a number of fac-
tors: the explosive growth of communications and

information technology; the emergence of new, optics-
based medical applications; micro-optics innovations in
areas ranging from computer displays to instrumentation
for astronomy; and the integration of optics and micro-
electronics.

Optics as an industry has expanded to encompass a

diverse range of applications that touch upon nearly all
aspects of our lives. Since technical innovations continue to
extend the reach of existing applications and create new
uses, the demand for optics professionals shows no signs of
slowing. Now more than ever before, an education in optics
is truly the starting point for an exciting and rewarding
career.

This article was written with two goals in mind. The first
is to explore career opportunities in the field, singling out
specific situations that may be especially rewarding or that
may offer particularly high growth potential. To guide
recent graduates as well as students selecting courses to
complete their degrees, the article features reflections from
senior optics professionals with years of experience in the
industry.

The second objective is to briefly set forth a process for
choosing “the right job” in optics. Many specialists looking
for their first professional position will benefit from this
section

The job market: increasing demand, diminishing supply 
In industry the search for optics personnel has become
extremely competitive. While the early and even mid

1990s saw a relatively poor1,2,3 job market for Ph.D.s, the
latter part of the decade saw dramatic improvement in
many areas, particularly in optics. Articles published in
1992 with titles such as “Job Market Bleak for Young
Physicists”2 have been supplanted by others with titles
such as “A Shortage of Engineers and Scientists” and
“Degrees Dropping in a Hot Job Market” in 2000.4,5 This
does not mean that optics-related degrees are at the top of
a hot cycle of employment. Rather, in the opinion of most,

optics professionals will be in demand for the
very, very long term.

One factor fueling demand is the
expansion of the US economy. Another is the
explosive growth of the photonics industry,
coupled with the demand for communica-
tions and information technology, continued
growth in the microelectronics industry,
development of new media for photographic,
display, and recording applications, and
increasing use of light-based technologies in
the medical sciences. Of particular signifi-
cance, as the experts quoted in this article will
explain, is the fact that each of these optics
sub-fields or applications is closely linked to
other technical areas, such as electronics or
medicine.

Even at government laboratories that
operated primarily in a “no-growth” mode
throughout the 1990s, careers in optics have
fared comparatively well. Important projects
at the National Ignition Facility, to name just
one example, have necessitated hiring large
numbers of optics-trained specialists. The
growth of information technologies and
high-speed optical networks in the commer-
cial sector stimulated the expansion of paral-

lel activities in the national labs, particularly those in the
defense sector. Government-run institutions are also
funding research and development of optics-based med-
ical applications.

The growing importance of optics has also encouraged
more universities to establish a core curriculum in optics
degree programs. These programs, such as the new School
of Optics at the University of Central Florida, join the
long-established programs at the Institute of Optics at the
University of Rochester and the Optical Sciences Center at
the University of Arizona in providing the necessary acad-
emic training for students in the discipline. Of course, the
timescale for changes in the academy are necessarily
longer than those in industry, and therefore the rapid
growth in the number of job opportunities in industry is
not so apparent in the number of new faculty openings in
the field. A further reason for the slower growth is that at
the same time as the industrial opportunities increase, the
number of students enrolled in physics and electrical
engineering degree programs is decreasing, so that enroll-
ments in optics graduate programs are not growing so
rapidly as the number of jobs. It can be expected that this
situation will change as it becomes more apparent to high
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school students that optics is an exciting and viable career
option, with real potential for making a significant impact
in many areas, and that an undergraduate degree in the
subject (or a related subject with some specialization)
provides an excellent start to such a career.

According to a recent American Institute of Physics
Report,6 the number of undergraduates in physics in the
United States is at its lowest since the late 1950s. The
number of US citizens enrolling as first-year graduate stu-
dents in physics is the lowest in the past 30 years, about
40% of the size of the entering class of 1970. What’s more,
although in the past, many foreign students educated in
the US chose to remain here to work, opportunities
abroad are becoming increasingly attractive to these pro-
fessionals.7 Thus, the fact that optics students from abroad
are attending American universities has not resulted in a
corresponding increase in candidates for US-based jobs in
optics. Although there are no hard statistics on the num-
ber of students in optics over the past decade, the consen-
sus seems to be that while demand is rising substantially,
the number of optics graduates competing in the US job
market is decreasing.

Today, the overall picture for trained professionals in
physics, engineering, and related optics sub-disciplines is
highly positive. By the late 1990s, cross-disciplinary surveys
indicated that newly trained physicists were faring very
well, with high salaries, low unemployment (1.8% of new
Ph.D.s in 1998), and decreasing placement in postdoctoral
as compared to permanent positions.8

What is the recent career experience of optics profes-
sionals? While no specific statistics are compiled on job
openings in optics, it’s clear that the demand is extremely
high. Many articles surveying employment trends for
Ph.D.’s, physics graduates and cross-disciplinary trainees,
including some referenced in this article, have sought to use
statistics to paint a picture of the supply and demand for
these employment groupings over the years. These surveys
have identified major employment trends under various
economic and sociological conditions. Given the relative
lack of specific statistics, we felt, however, that an excellent
way to develop a picture for employment opportunities in
optics was to survey senior people in the field. Professionals
“immersed” in optics know which areas are characterized
by the highest demand. They also have an ability to predict
which emerging areas will experience growth over the

course of the next five years. Here are job opportunity
forecasts from a cross-section of optics scientists and engi-
neers working in both academia and industry.

Optics Job Advice to Students
Professor Richard C. Powell, University of Arizona
The field of optics is changing so rapidly that I always hes-
itate to advise students to specialize in a specific area. By
the time they finish school, the job market will have
changed significantly. In addition, during a career in
optics spanning over 30 years, most people will change
their area of interest several times, usually moving from
basic research to more applied projects and specific appli-
cations. Therefore I think the best advice for students is to
prepare themselves for life-long learning by obtaining a
broad, comprehensive education in optical science and
engineering, focusing on acquiring all of the required
basic skills of mathematics, computer science, measure-
ment techniques, and especially creative thinking.

Having said this, I will point out the current strong
areas for recruiting optics students are the fields of optical
communications (lasers, amplifiers, WDM’s and other
devices for fiber optics) and information technology
(optical systems for computer chip manufacturing, such
as lithography, interferometry, and other optical testing
instruments). The future excitement may be in the field of
nanoscience and technology, using laser-based optical sys-
tems to manipulate atoms and biological molecules with
potential applications for tailor-made materials and bio-
medical procedures.

John Carruthers, Intel
The Intel interest in the optical sciences stems from both
the process and product sides. On the process side, we
develop and use state-of-the-art projection optical litho-
graphic systems for patterning features that are substantial-
ly smaller than the wavelength of the light (currently 193
nm) and require critical dimension control of a few percent
across the field of view (roughly the size of the die) with
layer-to-layer alignment of ten nanometers. The masks
used in these systems are becoming increasingly complex as
we add phase shifting and proximity correction features to
control the diffraction of light. We are also interested in the
use of photons for rapid thermal processing as time and
temperature limitations are required due to the need to
control shallow junction doping and profiles. These pro-
cessing techniques, known as rapid thermal processing or
RTP, increasingly require the use of photons for both ther-
mal and eventually athermal processing. Thus, laser sources
are becoming a more serious option for RTP. On the prod-
uct side, as optical network bandwidth increases, we are
interested in optical components and interconnects which
provide low-cost solutions to bandwidth management
from existing networks down to the silicon routers and
switches. This is an exciting growth area that has galvanized
many years of research on integrated optics and microma-
chining.
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Professor Joseph W. Goodman, Stanford University 
The graduating student trained in optics has many alter-
native career paths to choose from. Whether the employer
of choice will be an academic institution, a company, or a
government laboratory, the first basic decision is to choose
the sub-field of optics to emphasize. This choice may in
turn influence which employers are of interest. There are
many sub-fields that will provide interesting and reward-
ing careers. The “hottest” at the moment would be fiber
optic communications. A multitude of large and small
companies are developing components, subsystems or
systems in this sub-field, and the most valuable employees
are those whose breadth allows them to span components
through systems. A systems company must choose and
use state-of-the-art components, and a component com-
pany must understand the functions its components will
perform in the end system its customer is building. If you
are still a student, get the broadest education in optics and
electronics you possibly can. The fields of optics and elec-
tronics are so intimately intertwined at this point that to
know one of them well and the other moderately well is
almost a necessity in any optics-oriented endeavor. If you
seek a research career in industry, then a large company
that can afford a significant research effort should be your
choice. On the other had, if you enjoy playing a much
broader role, ranging from creator of ideas through
implementer of hardware, then a mid-size to small com-
pany may be a better match. In any case, there has never
been a better time to have expertise in the field of optics;
you will be limited only by your ability to innovate and
your stamina.

Chris Iaconis, Optical Coatings Laboratory, Inc.
In the mid 1980s, the Optical Society of America began
touting optics as the wave of the future. The visionaries at
OSA hit the nail on the head. Today, optics is fueling a
technological revolution. Nowhere is this more apparent
than in the world of fiber optic communications. Lasers,
waveguide modulators, wavelength multiplexers and
demultiplexers, optical cross-connects, fiber amplifiers,
and photo-detectors are the backbone of modern
telecommunication networks. And this is only the begin-
ning. Photonic bandgap structures, advanced waveguides,
and micro opto-electronic machines are leading the way
to high-level integrated optical systems that will someday
rival the form and function of semiconductor electronics.

These are exciting and dynamic times for optical engi-
neers and scientists. The industry is ripe for innovation,
and career possibilities are endless. Since a single technical
advance can change the direction of future optical net-
works, corporations are investing heavily in research and
new product development. No optics discipline, from
classical to quantum, is overlooked. As a result, optical
engineers and scientists have the opportunity to work on a
vast range of fun and exciting technologies. The surf ’s up!
Catch the wave.

Professor James Leger, Dept. of Electrical and Computer
Engineering, University of Minnesota
Optics has always been an enabling technology, influenc-

ing both basic sciences (through areas such as spec-
troscopy and imaging systems) and technology and man-
ufacturing (through countless tools such as lithography
and metrology). Several years ago, optical degree pro-
grams in most US universities migrated from physics
departments to electrical and other engineering depart-
ments. This change was a reflection of the maturing
nature of optics, with increased importance placed on
interdisciplinary applications. This new emphasis was
accompanied by integration of traditional optical disci-
plines with an array of allied technologies, such as elec-
tronics, material science, micromechanics, and informa-
tion processing.

Looking toward the future of optics, we see an incredi-
bly exciting and dynamic spectrum of new fields in which
optics is a core technology. One aspect appears to be
increasing in importance in all these fields: the interdisci-
plinary nature of optics. Whether we look at the new bio-
medical applications of lasers and imaging systems or the
optical role in telecom and datacom, the integration of
optical systems with other areas of technology is accelerat-
ing. To prepare for these new opportunities, engineers
must be trained in areas far outside the traditional optics
curriculum. In many universities, this trend is apparent in
the increasing number of consortia and interdepartmental
centers that have optics as one of their key components.
Optics students who increase their diversity by taking
courses outside the traditional optical curriculum will
find an incredibly rich array of opportunities awaiting
them when they graduate.

Don Scifres, President and CEO, SDL, Inc.
Planning your career is crucial since it will undoubtedly
shape your life. One of the best ways to choose a career is
to consider areas of high growth in the future. The growth
in the optics and photonics field in recent years has been
phenomenal. This kind of growth presents great career
opportunities in many areas including management, tech-
nology, business, sales, manufacturing, engineering, plan-
ning, and many others. Advancement opportunities are
much more likely to arise in a high growth, dynamic envi-
ronment.

You also need to ask if the growth is sustainable over the
length of a career. The field of optics and photonics is likely
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The 1995 Optical Fiber Conference in San Diego witnessed the
field application and demonstration of a network testbed featuring
multiwavelength add-drop multipliers and optical cross connects
on NTON (the National Transparent Optical Network), one of a few
experimental WDM systems deployed nationally.  

Continued on page 30



to be a long lasting one: this technology is in its infancy, and
the depth and breadth of its applications are only just
beginning to be discovered. Today, optics and photonics are
replacing electronics in many applications. If you can envi-
sion a future requiring products with smaller size, higher
speed, improved ease of use, fewer wires and lower cost,
fields like fiber communications, optical data storage, laser-
based materials processing, optical computing and many
others not yet invented, are likely to continue to grow as
electrons are replaced by photons.

Finally, you should choose a company where you can
develop marketable skills, have exposure to the decision-
makers, and see tangible results from your work. These fac-
tors will expand your future career opportunities and
enhance your enjoyment of the position. If you enjoy your
work, you will have a great career.

Selecting a first job in the field of optics
To best capitalize on your training in optics, it is essential
that your path to your first job be a carefully planned
process. The process begins by deciding what you want
from your career in optics and which job opportunity will
best assist you in this goal. Researching the employers that
will best fit your needs should be an intensive and time-
consuming process. Do you want to learn about related
fields by working in an interdisciplinary team? Are you
more satisfied by publishing papers in fundamental and
applied research or by delivering state-of-the-art hardware
that boosts corporate sales? Are your interests broad and
would you rather define new areas of research or invest-
ment for your employer? The nature of a job, even within a
large company or a national laboratory, can vary greatly
from position to position. Be clear about what your goals
are. This assists you both in your job search and in obtain-
ing the ideal job to fit your interests.

In today’s hot market for professionals trained in optics,
it is generally agreed that the best way to contact a potential
employer is still through direct contact with a senior person
at the employer known either to you or someone who is
very familiar with your professional skills. This can be a the-
sis advisor, a former student now working at the company,
or another contact. A well-crafted letter stating your skills
and interests, sent directly to the relevant individual rather
than to the human resources department, is highly recom-
mended. More and more young professionals are now find-
ing that placing their resume at the employment center of a
professional conference also draws results. In particular,
small companies and start-ups, with limited time and
finances for recruiting, are using these resources with
greater and greater frequency and benefit. Many students
now report being called by companies inviting them for an
interview even though they have had no prior contact with
the company. The changing nature of finding a technical
job in the current market was recently covered by Karen
Young Kreeger in The Scientist;8 this article explores the use
of search firms, job fairs, personal contacts, and the Inter-
net.

If you schedule an interview with a company, find out
everything you can about them prior to your visit. Have
them send you a recruiting package that explains who they

are, what they do, and where they plan to go strategically.
Read and learn everything you can about the prospective
employer so that you better understand them. Remember,
you are also interviewing them. What would be expected of
you? What do you do to obtain a promotion, who decides if
you are promoted and how do they do it? In the planned
position, what would be the extent of your contacts with
other universities, laboratories, and companies? If you want
to grow technically or managerially, what options exist?
Then imagine yourself after five years with that employer.
Will this experience strengthen your resume and contacts
and opportunities for better positions either at your current
(planned) employer or on the outside? Is this a true growth
opportunity because this branch of optics is expanding due
to new markets or because this particular company or insti-
tution is well established and is placing you in a key posi-
tion?

In summary, while it appears that the current produc-
tion of Ph.D. professionals roughly matches the career
opportunities available, within the sub-field of optics, the
under-supply of trained new professionals is
critically apparent. Professionals trained in optics need not
market themselves or switch fields as is still the practice for
many other physical scientists. The postdoctoral position is
generally not taken by well qualified optics professionals as
an initial postgraduate employment unless it clearly offers
major new learning benefits. In fact, trained personnel in
optics are so much in demand that industry is now hiring
from neighboring industries to fill open positions.

Master optics and, as suggested above, learn well a relat-
ed field. Carefully plan your career goals and the path that
moves toward these goals. Professionals in optics are
assured of a challenging, expanding, well-rewarded, and
opportunity filled career.
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Author’s Note: For an excellent summary of emerging optics-
related technologies expected to be key industrial and defense
drivers in the near future, see the Committee on Optical Science
and Education (C.O.S.E.), a National Academy of Sciences docu-
ment published by the National Academy Press in Washington,
DC, in 1998. The report, which emerged from deliberations
chaired by Chuck Shank at Lawrence Berkeley National Laborato-
ry, was written with two objectives: determine how to support
and strengthen a field whose value is enabling, and explore how
to ensure vitality in a field that lacks a recognized academic or
disciplinary home. Appendix A gives recommendations for action
by policymakers for the field of optics.
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“Careers in Optics,” continued from page 23


